Care and Cleaning

CAUTION: Always disconnect the plug from the electrical outlet and let the steam inhaler cool down for at least 20 minutes before cleaning.

After Each Use
1. Remove Inhaler Hood and Vent Assembly and wipe with a dry cloth or paper towel.
2. Unplug Steam Inhaler from the Water Reservoir and Base and wipe with a dry cloth or paper towel. Never immerse the Base in water or other liquid.
3. Replace Vent Assembly and Inhaler Hood; store in a cool dry place.

Weekly Maintenance
If your Steam Inhaler is used more than twice a week or scale builds up in the Water Reservoir, follow these additional cleaning instructions:

1. Pour two ounces of undiluted white vinegar into the Water Reservoir and let sit for 24 hours.
2. Remove Inhaler Hood and Vent Assembly. Store in a cool, dry place.
3. Replace Vent Assembly and Inhaler Hood; store in a cool dry place.

One Year Limited Warranty
This Vicks Steam Inhaler is warranted against defects in material or workmanship for a period of one year from the date of purchase. Any part of the Vicks Steam Inhaler that is found to be defective will be repaired or replaced at our option, at our expense, without charge. This warranty is limited to the original consumer purchaser and is non-transferable. This warranty does not cover damage caused by misuse, accident, unreasonable use, or failure to follow instructions provided in this manual. This warranty gives you specific legal rights as well as other rights which may vary from state to state.

After Long Periods of Non-Use
If you haven’t used your electric steam inhaler for two weeks or longer, follow the Weekly Maintenance instructions before the next use.

Important Note for Overseas Travelers
This Vicks Steam Inhaler is compact. You can take it anywhere you go, even when traveling overseas. In fact, a change in your travel environment can often trigger the kind of respiratory ailments that the Vicks Steam Inhaler helps to relieve. If you travel to different parts of the world, you may have to adjust your water temperature setting to the local water hardness. Consult your travel agent about water conditions in the specific countries you will visit. Your local luggage or hardware store can help you choose the right plug adapter for your travels.

Any questions about the operation of your Vicks Steam Inhaler, call our toll-free Consumer Relations line at 1-800-VAPOR-1-2 or e-mail us at Consumerrelations@kaz.com.

Vicks VapoPads
Try Vicks VapoPads with your electric steam inhaler. These pads are designed to work with your Inhaler to provide soothing menthol and eucalyptus vapors that complement the benefits of vapor therapy. Vicks VapoPads (VSP-19) are available where Vicks Steam Inhalers are sold, or directly from Kaz at (800) 477-0457.

Congratulations!
Your new steam inhaler provides all of the benefits of steam inhalation therapy at home or on the road. Our exclusive patented vaporizer technology for symptomatic relief of cough, colds, and congestion. The electric steam inhaler provides a steady flow of warm steam directly to the nose and throat to help relieve nasal, sinus and chest congestion, cough, and associated thirst.

How Vicks Steam Inhaler Works
Inhalation of warm, moist steam helps to open airways dry cough and congestion. No medication, Vicks® VapoPads™ or Kaz Inhalant Pads should be added directly to the water reservoir of the steam inhaler.

Vicks VapoPads
Try Vicks VapoPads with your electric steam inhaler. These pads are designed to work with your Inhaler to provide soothing menthol and eucalyptus vapors. Vicks VapoPads are available where Vicks Steam Inhalers are sold, or directly from Kaz at (800) 477-0457.

Kaz Inhalant Pads (KMP-6)
Kaz Inhalant Pads are designed to work with your Inhaler to provide soothing menthol and eucalyptus vapors that complement the benefits of vapor therapy.

Kaz Inhalant Pads (KMP-6)
Kaz Inhalant Pads are designed to work with your Inhaler to provide soothing menthol and eucalyptus vapors that complement the benefits of vapor therapy.

Manufactured by Kaz USA, Inc. under license from The Procter & Gamble Company.© 2014 All Rights Reserved, Kaz USA, Inc.
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Condition of Sale
As a condition of sale, the purchaser assumes responsibility for the proper care and use of this appliance in accordance with our printed instructions. The purchaser or user must judge for himself or herself when to use it and length of use.

Recommended Usage:
• Not recommended for use over 10 pads in 24 hour period
• Not recommended for use over 5 pads in 24 hour period

Condition of Sale
As a condition of sale, the purchaser assumes responsibility for the proper care and use of this appliance in accordance with our printed instructions. The purchaser or user must judge for himself or herself when to use it and length of use.

Recommended Usage:
• Not recommended for use over 10 pads in 24 hour period
• Not recommended for use over 5 pads in 24 hour period

This steam inhaler adds water vapor to the individual user enabling the user to breathe better and sleep more comfortably. If you have any questions about the operation of your Vicks Steam Inhaler, call our toll-free Consumer Relations line at 1-800-VAPOR-1-2 or e-mail us at Consumerrelations@kaz.com.

IMPORTANT! READ AND SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS
**Important Safety Instructions**

**READ AND SAVE THESE IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE USING THIS APPLIANCE**

When using electrical appliances, basic precautions should always be followed to reduce the risk of fire, electrical shock and personal injury, such as:

- Before using the appliance, check the cord for any signs of damaged. Do not use a damaged appliance. The appliance should always be unplugged and emptied when not in operation or while being cleaned.

- Do not immerse in water or any other liquid. Do not overfill.

- Do not use the appliance while bathing.

- Do not use the appliance while sleepy or drowsy. Never move or lift the Inhaler while it is in use. Steam is produced by boiling water; tilting can cause water spill and possible burns.

- Use caution, the water reservoir and water will become extremely hot.

- Do not operate Steam Inhaler when empty. Do not operate Steam Inhaler while emptying. The Steam Inhaler will take approximately 3-5 minutes to begin making steam.

- Attach the Water Reservoir securely to the base. Be sure the Tabs align with the slots on the top of the Base, then turn the Vent Assembly clockwise until it locks into place.

- Do not attempt to repair or adjust any electrical or mechanical functions on this appliance. Doing so will void your warranty.

**For Residential Use Only.**

**For less steam:**

Open VapoPad by tearing notch on pad bag. Do not touch pad with hands. If the steam is still uncomfortably warm, lift your face one or two inches above the Inhaler Hood and continue to inhale.

**For more steam:**

Move either Vent Lever counterclockwise for lower steam flow and temperature. If pad is touched do not rub face or eyes as it may cause irritation.

**To use scent pads:**

Open VapoPad by tearing notch on pad bag. Do not touch pad with hands. Use VapoPads to provide up to 8 hours of soothing vapors.

**SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS**

---

**Using Your Electric Steam Inhaler**

1. Fully unravel cord. Failure to do so could cause overheating and possible fire hazard. Do not roll or coil extension cords. Place Inhaler on a flat, stable surface for use.

2. Replace Inhaler Hood.

3. Turn the Vent Assembly counterclockwise until the Index Line is aligned with the raised Arrow on the top of the Base. Lift the Vent Assembly slightly to remove it.

4. Using top fill, fill the Water Reservoir just prior to the start run. Do not overfill. Use with water only. Do not add medication or inhalant liquids, such as Vicks® VapoSteam® or Kaz Inhalant.

5. Replace the Vent Assembly. Align the Index Line with the raised Arrow on the Base. Turn the Vent Assembly clockwise until it locks into place.

6. Move the Flow Levers counterclockwise for minimum steam flow. Place your face inside the Inhaler Hood and continue to inhale.

7. Connect cord to electrical outlet. Do not use with extension cord. Press the On/Off Switch to the ON position. The Indicator Light will illuminate.

8. The Steam Inhaler takes approximately 3–5 minutes to begin making steam. This is normal and indicates the water is being heated.

9. Move the Steam Inhaler containerlink for minimum steam flow. Place your face in the Hood as pictured on the cover page. Do not rest your face on the Inhaler Hood because the soft plastic may bend, allowing steam to escape or causing injury.

10. FOR LESS STEAM: Move either Vent Lever counterclockwise for lower steam flow and temperature.

11. FOR MORE STEAM: Move either Vent Lever clockwise for higher steam flow and temperature.

12. Use caution, the water reservoir and water will become extremely hot.

13. Never move or lift the Inhaler while it is in use. Smoke is produced by boiling water; tilting can cause water spill and possible burns.

14. When signal lights begin to dim, replace VapoSpray to the OFF position. Replace the top fill at the start run. Disconnect from electrical outlet. Place the Steam Inhaler in cool before storing away (see Cleaning section). Do not operate Steam Inhaler when empty.

---

**To use scented pads:**

The Steam Inhaler features a scent pad slot which allows for the use of Vicks VapoPads. The Steam Inhaler is designed to deliver soothing aromatherapy by allowing the fragrant oil in the pad to pass into the water, which then passes into the air to be inhaled.

1. Open VapoPad by tearing notch on pad bag. Do not touch pad with hands. Use VapoPads to provide up to 8 hours of soothing vapors.

2. Insert VapoPad into the VapoSpray compartment of the Steam Inhaler and secure in place with VapoSpray flap.

3. Close VapoSpray. Only one VapoSpray is needed at a time.

---

**How to Regulate Steam Flow and Temperature**

The Steam Inhaler has a patented adjustable Vent Assembly which allows you to control the steam flow and temperature based on your personal preference. Keep the liquid level at the “LOW” position for minimal steam flow and temperature, and the “HIGH” position for maximum steam flow and temperature. Use the “MEDIUM” position for normal steam flow and temperature. Always consult steam inhaler instruction manual to ensure you are operating your device safely and correctly.

---

**How to Use Scent Pads**

**FOR LESS STEAM:**

Open VapoPad by tearing notch on pad bag. Do not touch pad with hands. Use VapoPads to provide up to 8 hours of soothing vapors.

**FOR MORE STEAM:**

Move either Vent Lever clockwise for higher steam flow and temperature. This setting will thus feel hotter.
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